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Abstract
Modeling an experimental system often results in a number of alternative models that are all justified by the available ex-
perimental data. To discriminate among these models, additional experiments are needed. Existing methods for the selection of
discriminatory experiments in statistics and in artificial intelligence are often based on an entropy criterion, the so-called infor-
mation increment. A limitation of these methods is that they are not well-adapted to discriminating models of dynamical systems
under conditions of limited measurability. Moreover, there are no generic procedures for computing the information increment of
an experiment when the models are qualitative or semi-quantitative. This has motivated the development of a method for the selec-
tion of experiments to discriminate among semi-quantitative models of dynamical systems. The method has been implemented on
top of existing implementations of the qualitative and semi-quantitative simulation techniques QSIM, Q2, and Q3. The applicabil-
ity of the method to real-world problems is illustrated by means of an example in population biology: the discrimination of four
competing models of the growth of phytoplankton in a bioreactor. The models have traditionally been considered equivalent for
all practical purposes. Using our model discrimination approach and experimental data we show, however, that two of them are
superior for describing phytoplankton growth under a wide range of experimental conditions.
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Finding an adequate model of the functioning of a complex system—either natural or man-made—is a problem
confronting practitioners in many different domains. For instance, it arises when a population biologist studies an
ecosystem, an electrical engineer diagnoses a fault in an electronic circuit, or a medical doctor tries to infer the causes
of the illness of a patient. Given the pre-eminence of modeling in human endeavor, it comes as no surprise that
methods for computer-supported modeling have been subject to active research in artificial intelligence. For instance,
machine learning techniques infer a model from observations of the system behavior [47], while automated modeling
techniques in qualitative reasoning are able to derive a model from a description of the system, a user question, and a
domain theory [40,51,63].
The complexity of the task of modeling is such that in many cases the available information does not allow one
to decide between alternative models of the system under study. In the above examples, several interactions between
species in an ecosystem can be imagined, the fault in the electronic circuit may be due to the failure of different
components, and the symptoms of the patient might have a variety of causes. The different assumptions on the structure
and behavior of the system may result in a number of competing models, all justifiable by the available observations.
The existence of this set of competing models gives rise to the problem of model discrimination.
To discriminate between a number of competing models, and identify which of them most adequately describes
the actual situation, new observations are needed. These can be obtained by performing additional experiments on
the system. An experiment discriminates among the models, if the predictions of some of the models fit the newly-
obtained data, whereas the predictions of others do not. Since in real-life applications a large number of experiments
can be performed, and the cost of each of them may be considerable, it is important that the experiments be selected
carefully. In fact, it is desirable that experiments be selected in such a way that the set of competing models is
maximally reduced (systematic model discrimination) at minimal costs (efficient model discrimination). Notice that
the efficiency requirement does not necessarily amount to minimizing the number of experiments, since several cheap
experiments may cost less than a single expensive experiment.
The problem of model discrimination has received substantial attention in the statistical literature (see [28,29]
for reviews). This has resulted in criteria for determining the experiment that optimally discriminates among different
models of the system. These criteria, based on concepts derived from information theory and optimization theory, have
been applied to a variety of problems in biology and biotechnology (e.g., [15,37,55,57]), in physics (e.g., [16,45]),
and in chemical engineering (e.g., [1,25]). Similar criteria have been developed in artificial intelligence, especially in
the field of model-based diagnosis (MBD) [31]. In this case, the criteria play a key role in reducing the number of
candidate diagnoses generated, that is, the set of hypotheses accounting for the observed faulty behavior of a device.
In order to discriminate among the candidate diagnoses, and thus find out what is actually wrong with the system,
methods for selecting the optimal measurements or experimental conditions have been developed (e.g., [20,22,53]).
All of the above methods share the same underlying intuition. To evaluate the discriminatory potential of an ex-
periment, its outcome is predicted by each of the competing models. The experiment for which the model predictions
differ most will have the highest chance of discriminating among the models, and is therefore selected as the optimal
discriminatory experiment. Often, this intuition is formalized by means of the optimal information increment, that
is, the maximal difference in entropy before and after the execution of an experiment. The expected value of this
information increment, for each of the available experiments, can be determined from the model predictions.
A first problem with existing methods for model discrimination is that the information increment criteria being
used are not well-adapted to dynamical systems. The criteria take into account the possible states of the system, but
not their temporal ordering. It has been shown that under certain conditions, the temporal evolution of the state of
the system is not necessary for model discrimination [53,54]. These conditions, however, are often not fulfilled in
practice. As a consequence, it becomes important to take into account the differences in temporal behavior.
A second problem with existing methods is the difficulty of computing the expected value of the information incre-
ment from the model predictions. This is especially true when qualitative or semi-quantitative models are used, like
those developed in the field of qualitative reasoning (QR) [26,56,62]. Qualitative models deal with incomplete or im-
precise information by assigning symbolic values to its parameters and initial conditions [42]. In addition, qualitative
models may contain incompletely specified functional relations between the variables, defined by their monotonicity
properties only. Qualitative models can be extended to semi-quantitative models by specifying numerical intervals
bounding parameter values as well as envelopes bounding monotonic functions [4,38]. The latter models are useful
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intervals and bounding curves. However, existing methods for model discrimination either focus on numerical models
or, if they allow qualitative or semi-quantitative models, do not provide a generic, domain-independent computational
framework for computing the expected information increment.
The above limitations of methods for model discrimination in statistics and in model-based diagnosis have mo-
tivated the work described in this paper. We present a method for the systematic and efficient discrimination of
semi-quantitative models of dynamical systems [58,59]. The selection of the optimal discriminatory experiment is
based on an entropy criterion that exploits the model prediction for the temporal evolution of the system state. In
addition, the method provides computational procedures to actually calculate the entropy criterion from the model
predictions. Overall, model discrimination proceeds iteratively, similarly to a sequential diagnosis strategy [22,30].
The algorithm starts with a set of competing models to which initial probabilities have been assigned. At every step,
the experiment with the highest discriminatory potential is determined, this experiment is executed, and the experi-
mental outcome is then used to recompute the probabilities of the competing models and refine the parameter intervals.
This process continues until one of the models has reached a cut-off probability, all models have zero probabilities,
or the possible experiments have been exhausted. The method has been implemented in Common Lisp, on top of the
qualitative and semi-quantitative simulators QSIM, Q2, and Q3.
We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the method in the context of a real application in population biology. In this
domain competing models are bound to occur due to the fact that most models are based on empirical relationships
between the variables and have rarely been appropriately validated. More precisely, the problem is to discriminate
between four competing models of nutrient-limited phytoplankton growth in a chemostat. The choice of optimal
discriminatory experiments is critical in this application, because the experiments take several weeks to complete.
Semi-quantitative models are appropriate because, as in the case of most biological systems, the available data is
noisy and fragmentary. The four models have traditionally been considered equivalent for all practical purposes. By
applying our model discrimination approach and employing real experimental data we show, however, that two of them
are superior for reproducing phytoplankton growth under a wide range of experimental conditions. These so-called
Droop and Caperon–Meyer models, which make closely related assumptions on the underlying growth processes,
strike the right balance between empirical validity and mathematical simplicity.
The article is organized as follows. In the next section, some basic concepts are defined, and the method for model
discrimination is informally introduced. The method is based on a generalized entropy criterion (Section 3) that guides
the selection of optimal discriminatory experiments. In Section 4, the algorithm for model discrimination is presented
in detail. The results of the application of the method to the modeling of nutrient-limited phytoplankton growth in a
chemostat are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, the method for model discrimination is discussed in the context of
related work, while the last section summarizes the contributions and indicates directions for further research.
2. Basic concepts and outline
This section provides the framework for the method for model discrimination. The concepts of experimental sys-
tem, experiment, observation, model, and competing models are introduced, and an outline of the method is given.
2.1. Experimental systems and experiments
An experimental system is a (physical, chemical, biological) system that is created and sustained in an experimental
set-up [18]. The experimental set-up defines how the system is put together and the range of experimental conditions.
Characteristic properties of experimental systems are that their behavior can be controlled and observed. Control is
achieved by maintaining the structure of the system and imposing the experimental conditions. Observations allow
properties of the system to be determined. Here, we are concerned with dynamical systems. That is, systems whose
state evolves over time.
For example, consider the experimental system consisting of a phytoplankton culture in a chemostat (Fig. 1). The
chemostat is a type of bioreactor in which the nutrients required for cell growth are supplied at a fixed rate to a culture
vessel whose contents are continuously mixed. Medium, cells, and by-products are continually removed, maintaining
the culture in the vessel at a constant volume. The experimenters can control, among other things, the inflow rate of
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the growth medium, the light intensity, and the temperature. In addition, they can observe the phytoplankton biomass
and the concentration of remaining nutrients over time.
An experiment is an action, in which specific experimental conditions are imposed, and the temporal behavior of
the system is observed under these conditions. In the context of phytoplankton growth, an experiment might consist
of observing the evolution of the phytoplankton biomass from given initial conditions, while the concentration of the
feeding substrate is fixed.
2.2. Observations of experimental systems
The state of an experimental system evolves over time and can be described by a set of continuous variables, so-
called state variables. More precisely, a state variable x is a function of time defined as x :R∗ → Dx , Dx ⊆ R∗.1
In many cases, the state of the system cannot be completely determined because of its limited measurability. This
means that some state variables cannot be observed over the time-course of the experiment. Usually, only certain
quantities that are (continuous) functions of the state variables can be observed, here called observed variables and
denoted by the vector y. In practice, the value of y is measured at specified sampling points only and the precision of
the measurements is limited. Consequently, the available measurements are often restricted to qualitative and semi-
quantitative properties of the behavior of the system, as defined more formally in the remainder of this section.
Following [42], we define the domain of a variable y by its quantity space. The quantity space is a set of totally-
ordered landmark values or landmarks, corresponding to qualitatively-significant values of the variable. Some of the
landmark values are defined at the beginning, such as initial values. Others may be introduced during the temporal
evolution of the system, such as extreme values and equilibrium values. Most of the time, exact landmark values are
not known and we denote them by a symbol. The vector l denotes all the landmarks of the observed variables y.
Time is also a variable, with a quantity space composed of landmarks of a special kind, so-called distinguished
time-points. At each distinguished time-point tj , at least one variable changes its value to or from a landmark. The
qualitative value of y at a time-point tj , or in an interval between two successive time-points tj and tj+1, is expressed
in terms of the landmarks in its quantity space and its direction of change (std, inc, or dec). The qualitative state of a
system at a time-point, or between two time-points, consists of a tuple of qualitative values, one for each variable of
the system.
The qualitative behavior of the system on a time-interval [t0, tn] is given by the sequence of qualitative states
traversed by the system on that interval. That is, a qualitative behavior is defined by a sequence of qualitative states,
alternating between states that hold at a time-point and states that last over a time-interval (see [42] for details). Each
point state denotes a qualitatively significant event in the time evolution of the system, in the sense that a landmark
value of at least one variable is reached.
As remarked above, landmark values are usually unknown. But it may be possible to bound the values by numerical
intervals. In this case, the concept of qualitative behavior generalizes to that of semi-quantitative behavior [39,42,58].
1
R
∗ represents the extended set of real numbers, including −∞ and ∞.
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entire system.
An observation on a system in an experiment can now be formally defined.
Definition 1 (Observation). An observation on an experimental system in an experiment e is a semi-quantitative
behavior of the observed variables y with landmark values l over the time-interval of the experiment.
In many cases it is useful to adopt a slightly modified definition of observation. For example, we can have obser-
vations in which only some of the landmarks in l are measured. In addition, landmarks that are defined as functions
of the landmarks in l could be measured, such as the amplitude and the period of an oscillation. In what follows,
we make the assumption that the sampling frequency of the measurements is chosen in such a way that the observed
qualitative behavior of y corresponds to the real qualitative behavior of y. That is, we exclude observation gaps.
In the context of phytoplankton growth, the observed variables are the amount of biomass and the concentration of
remaining substrate. The observations thus consist of the semi-quantitative behavior of these variables. For instance,
an observation may show that the biomass first reaches a maximum, followed by a steady state, while at the same time
the substrate concentration decreases to its steady state. This gives rise to the introduction of two landmark values,
corresponding to the maximum and equilibrium values of the observed variables. The observation may also provide
interval bounds on these landmarks.
2.3. Models of experimental systems
The relations between the quantities of a dynamical system are traditionally modeled by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), that is, by equations of the form
x˙ = f (x,u,p), x(t0) = x0, y = g(x,u,p) (1)
where x is the vector of state variables of the system, u the vector of control variables, y the vector of observed
variables, x0 the vector of initial conditions, and p the parameter vector. The state variables and the observed variables
are functions of time. A control variable is generally a function of time as well, that is, u :R∗ → Du, Du ⊆ R∗.
However, we restrict our attention here to time-invariant controls. The parameters are time-invariant by definition.
Fig. 2 shows two ODE models describing the nutrient-limited growth of phytoplankton in a chemostat. The Monod
model [48] assumes that the consumed nutrient is instantaneously transformed into biomass. This assumption is ex-
pressed by the linear proportionality between the growth rate µ and the nutrient uptake rate ρ. The Droop model [11,
23] uncouples growth rate from external nutrient concentration by introducing an intracellular store of nutrients. The
growth rate µ is hypothesized to depend on a quantity q called the cell quota, the average amount of stored nutrients
in each cell.
In cases when knowledge on the experimental system is incomplete or imprecise, ODEs can be abstracted to qual-
itative differential equations (QDEs) [42]. In a first step, the ODE is decomposed into a set of basic mathematical
equations, possibly introducing additional auxiliary variables besides the variables distinguished in (1). Second, all
variables and parameters are assigned a quantity space with landmarks, and the basic equations are mapped to con-
straints between the qualitative values of the variables and parameters.
x˙ = µ(s)x − Dx x˙ = µ(q)x − Dx
s˙ = D(sin − s) − ρ(s)x q˙ = ρ(s) − µ(q)q
µ(s) = µmax ss+ks s˙ = D(sin − s) − ρ(s)x
ρ(s) = 1
Y
µ(s) µ(q) = µ¯(1 − kqq )
ρ(s) = ρmax ss+ks
(Monod) (Droop)
Fig. 2. Monod and Droop models describing the nutrient-limited growth of phytoplankton in a chemostat. x denotes the total amount of biomass
per unit volume, s the concentration of remaining nutrient, q the internal cell quota. The following parameters are used: dilution rate D, input
nutrient concentration sin , maximum growth rate µmax , half-saturation constant ks , growth yield Y , maximum growth rate µ¯, minimum cell quota
kq , and maximum uptake rate of nutrients ρmax . See Fig. 8 for the units of the variables and parameters in the models.
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into the following basic equations:
x˙ = a, a = bx, b = µ − D, D˙ = 0,
where a and b are auxiliary variables. Next, the equations can be mapped to constraints between the qualitative values
of the variables and parameters:
D/DT(x, a), MULT(b, x, a), ADD(b,D,µ), CONSTANT(D).
Often, some quantitative information is available in the form of numerical ranges for parameters and initial conditions,
or numerical envelopes for functional relations. In such cases, a QDE can be extended to a semi-quantitative differ-
ential equation (SQDE). For instance, the QDEs obtained from the models in Fig. 2 can be converted into SQDEs by
specifying interval bounds on the parameters and initial conditions:
µmax ∈ [1.2,1.6], ks ∈ [0.01,0.2], Y ∈ [0.15,0.6], sin ∈ [80,120],
µ¯ ∈ [1.7,2.3], ρmax ∈ [9.25,9.55], kq ∈ [1.6,2.0], D ∈ [0.38,0.42], (2)
x0 ∈ [0.088,0.165], s0 ∈ [44,46], q0 ∈ [1.6,7.62].
More precisely, in an SQDE the intervals are associated with landmark values in the quantity space of the variables
and parameters. When this does not lead to ambiguities, we will often simply speak of the interval bounds on the
parameters and initial conditions, as in (3). In the remainder of this article, we assume that experimental systems are
modeled by semi-quantitative differential equations.
Predictions from SQDEs can be derived by means of semi-quantitative simulation. A variety of semi-quantitative
or interval simulation techniques have been developed (reviewed in [17,56,58]). Here, we employ techniques that
have been developed in the field of qualitative reasoning, in particular the technique QSIM [42], and its extensions Q2
[17,42,43] and Q3 [4]. Essentially, semi-quantitative simulation consists of refining the predictions of the qualitative
simulator QSIM, through the integration of quantitative information by Q2 and Q3. In general, however, the model
discrimination method presented in this paper does not depend on the particular set of simulation techniques. The only
requirement is that the simulation techniques yield semi-quantitative behavior predictions of the observed variables.
The QSIM algorithm predicts all possible qualitative behaviors of an experimental system based on its QDE de-
scription. Q2 and Q3 exploit the semi-quantitative information in an SQDE to refine the qualitative behavior tree
produced by QSIM. More specifically, they rule out qualitative behaviors, or transform them into semi-quantitative
behaviors, by computing or refining numerical bounds for the landmark values. The behaviors of the observed vari-
ables, resulting from the simulation of the Monod and Droop models (Fig. 2) with interval bounds (3), are shown in
Fig. 3. The table in the figure shows predicted interval bounds for the landmarks introduced during simulation.
QSIM, Q2, and Q3 have been proven sound [4,42,43]. That is, all possible semi-quantitative behaviors consistent
with an SQDE are generated by the simulation algorithms. On the other hand, QSIM and its extensions are incom-
plete, in the sense that spurious qualitative behaviors may be generated or landmark bounds overestimated.2 Given a
predicted semi-quantitative behavior, the interval bounds on parameter values can be refined after execution of the ex-
periment by integrating measurements of observed variables [24,39]. Measurements obtained in previous experiments
can be integrated as well, by deriving additional constraints from a comparison of the models describing the system in
different experiments. This is achieved by means of SQCA, a technique for the semi-quantitative comparative analysis
of dynamical systems described by SQDEs [58,60].
2.4. Competing models of experimental systems
To compare models with observations, we need to define what it means for a model and an observation to be
consistent. In what follows, let m denote an SQDE model. We define ym to be the observed variables occurring in
model m. Note that in general ym will be a subset of the entire set of observed variables y.
2 The use of the terms soundness and (in)completeness is consistent with the interpretation of simulation as a logical inference process [41].
The disjunction of (qualitative or semi-quantitative) behaviors generated by simulation is true, in the sense that it includes all genuine behaviors
(soundness). However, simulation may not be able to infer the true disjunction with only genuine and no spurious behaviors (incompleteness). See
[52] for an alternative interpretation.
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of an experimental system are consistent, if ym is not empty and
(1) The observed sequence of qualitative values for ym is the same as the predicted sequence of qualitative values;
(2) The interval bounds on the corresponding landmark values in the predicted and observed behavior overlap.
By extension, the model m is consistent with an observed semi-quantitative behavior, if at least one of the predicted
semi-quantitative behaviors is consistent with the observation.
If an SQDE model is consistent with the observed behavior in the entire range of possible experimental conditions,
we say that the model is correct. This suggests which criteria an SQDE has to satisfy so as to qualify as a candidate
model of the experimental system. In particular, we require that the SQDE be consistent with all available observations
(which usually cover only a small fraction of the range of possible observations).
Definition 3 (Candidate model). An SQDE model m is a candidate model of an experimental system, if for each al-
ready performed experiment, the observed semi-quantitative behavior is consistent with the model, where consistency
is defined as in Definition 2.
Consider again the example of phytoplankton growth in a chemostat. The observed variables include the amount
of biomass x and the concentration of remaining nutrient s. These are state variables in the Monod model M, so
yM = [x, s]T . If for all available experiments the predicted values for x and s are consistent with the observations,
then according to Definition 3, the Monod model qualifies as a candidate model of the experimental system.
The problem of model discrimination arises when there are several candidate models, making different assumptions
on the structure and behavior of the experimental system. The models are competing if they have common observed
variables. In addition, the candidate models have to yield different predictions for these variables in the range of the
experimental conditions under study. These criteria are summarized in the following definition.
Definition 4 (Competing models). Let M be a set of candidate SQDE models. Furthermore, let yM denote the observed
variables shared by all models in the set. The models in M are competing, if
(1) yM is not empty;
(2) For every pair of models m,m′ ∈ M , one can find some experimental conditions for which the semi-quantitative
behavior predictions for yM differ.
The definition states that m and m′ are competing if they predict different semi-quantitative behaviors for yM in
the same experiment. Difference here means that either the predicted sets of qualitative behaviors differ or, in case the
models predict exactly the same set of qualitative behaviors, that the numerical bounds on the corresponding landmark
values in at least one behavior do not completely overlap.
In what follows, we assume for notational simplicity that the observed variables y occur in all models in M , that
is, y = yM .
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the Monod and the Droop models share two observed variables, namely the amount of
biomass x and the concentration of the limiting nutrient s. Furthermore, the simulation results of Fig. 3 show that for
the given experimental conditions, the models predict different sets of qualitative behaviors of these variables. Hence,
according to Definition 4, the two models are competing.
For each m in the set of competing models M , we define p(m) to stand for the probability that m is a correct
model of the experimental system in the range of experimental conditions. A priori estimates of the probabilities can
be determined from available experimental data. If no such data exist, we assume that the models are equiprobable
a priori. When new data become available, the probability estimates can be updated according to the match between
the model predictions and the observations, using the Bayes’ rule.
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∗(×10−3) xmin x∗
Monod b1 [47.75,118.36] [3.11,107.69] – [11.98,72.0]
Droop b1 [44.0,115.17] [0.82,27.43] – [30.11,62.61]
Droop b2 [44.0,118.09] [0.82,27.43] [0.076,0.165] [30.11,62.61]
t1 t2 t3
Monod b1 [0.71,147.09] [1.21,∞] –
Droop b1 [0.53,∞] [1.16,∞] –
Droop b2 [0,0.15] [0.52,∞] [1.17,∞]
Fig. 3. Semi-quantitative behaviors of the amount of biomass x and the remaining substrate concentration s, as predicted by the Monod and Droop
models with the numerical ranges (3). The Monod model predicts a single semi-quantitative behavior b1 in which x increases asymptotically to its
equilibrium x∗, and s passes through a maximum before reaching its equilibrium s∗. The Droop model predicts two semi-quantitative behaviors b1
and b2. Behavior b1 is qualitatively equivalent to the behavior predicted by the Monod model. In behavior b2, x first reaches a minimum, followed
by a maximum of s, and then the equilibrium is approached. smax , s∗, xmin, and x∗ denote the corresponding landmark values, whose predicted
interval bounds are given in the table.
2.5. Experiment selection for model discrimination
Discrimination of the competing models in M can be achieved by selecting and performing experiments from a
predetermined set of possible experiments E. The experiments in E are assumed to have been chosen from within the
range of experimental conditions relevant to the problem under study.
For each e ∈ E, every m ∈ M has to be simulated with the appropriate parameter values and initial conditions,
in order to determine the predictions of m for the semi-quantitative behavior of the system in e. The predictions of
the competing models, together with the current probability estimates of the models, are then used to compute the
expected information increment of e (Fig. 4). The expected information increment is a criterion that measures the
discriminatory potential of an experiment. Intuitively, an experiment for which the model predictions differ more
can be expected to lead to better discrimination, as the experimental outcome will generally agree with fewer of the
predictions. In Section 3 this intuition will be elaborated by means of an approach based on concepts from information
theory.
Once the optimal discriminatory experiment has been determined, it is executed. The observation thus obtained
is used to adjust the probability estimates p(m) of the models m ∈ M , as well as to refine the interval bounds on
the parameter values. The experiment discriminates between the models in M , if the observation has changed the
probability estimates of the models. Optimal discrimination will be achieved if the observation is consistent with
the predictions of a single model only. If the observation is consistent with the predictions of several models, further
experiments need to be selected and carried out. In this way, the problem of model discrimination becomes an iterative
process. The procedure of selecting an experiment, performing this experiment, and updating the probability estimates
of the competing models (Fig. 5) is repeated until one of the following happens: a model has a sufficiently high
probability, all models in M have zero probability (because they are inconsistent with the observations), or the set of
possible experiments E is exhausted.
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Fig. 5. Model discrimination as an iterative process.
3. Criterion for experiment selection
In this section we propose a criterion for the selection of experiments discriminating between competing semi-
quantitative models [58,59]. The criterion is formalized by means of concepts from information theory and generalizes
upon previous work in statistics and model-based diagnosis.
3.1. Information increment of experiment
Let M be a set of competing models of an experimental system with a priori probabilities p(m) for every m ∈ M .
We make the common assumption that M contains a single correct model, in the sense of Section 2.4:
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m∈M
p(m) = 1. (3)
Although (3) is a strong assumption, the practical consequences are limited, because its violation can be tested. We
further assume that a set of possible experiments E on the experimental system is given, and let Oe denote the
observation made in experiment e ∈ E.
A standard measure in information theory is the information increment of an experiment e ∈ E [9,28]. The infor-







pe(m | Oe) lnpe(m | Oe), (4)
where pe(m | Oe) denotes the a posteriori probability of m, given the observation Oe in e. As can be easily verified,
H reaches its maximum when all posterior probabilities but one are zero. That is, when the observation made
in e confirms the predictions of a single model. On the other hand, a minimal value is attained, when all posterior
probabilities are equal.
Recall that in our case the observation Oe has the specific form of a semi-quantitative behavior (Definition 1).
Execution of an experiment gives rise to the tuple Oe = 〈le, be〉, where be denotes the observed qualitative behavior,
and the vector le denotes measurements of the landmarks of the observed variables, for instance their minima, maxima,
or equilibrium values. This allows us to write (4) as follows:






pe(m | le, be) lnpe(m | le, be), (5)
with pe(m | le, be) the a posteriori probability of m, given be is the qualitative behavior observed in e, and le the
vector of measurements of landmark values.
Criteria for evaluating the discriminatory potential of an experiment have also been proposed in statistics (e.g., [2,
25,28,29,35]) and in model-based diagnosis (MBD) (e.g., [20,22,53]). But they are less general than the information
increment (5) proposed here.







pe(m | le) lnpe(m | le). (6)
The most sophisticated criteria in MBD [53] take into account some qualitative features of the system dynamics, in
that they assume the value of a landmark to be measured while the system is in a certain qualitative state. This gives
rise to the following expression of the information increment of an experiment:






pe(m | le, Se) lnpe(m | le, Se), (7)
where Se is the set of qualitative states observed in e, and le the vector of measurements of landmark values. Notice
that no temporal ordering of the qualitative states Se is specified, unlike for the qualitative behavior be occurring
in (5). By disregarding to a greater or lesser extent the information provided by the semi-quantitative behavior of the
system, the criteria (6) and (7) may underestimate the discriminatory potential of an experiment (Section 6.2).
Since the a posteriori probabilities of the models depend on the outcome of an experiment that has not been per-
formed yet, H cannot be computed directly. Instead, we can compute its expected value, or the expected information
increment J of e:
J(e) = E[H(le, be)]. (8)
The expected value of H is computed by averaging over the possible experimental outcomes as predicted by the
competing models. This is not easy to achieve in the case of the model discrimination problems we are interested
in. First, the models in M are semi-quantitative differential equations and each SQDE may predict several semi-
quantitative behaviors for the same experiment. Second, the measurements taken in the experiments are noisy, and
therefore best described as random variables with a certain probability distribution.
Existing work in statistics and MBD does not provide much help in actually computing J in its general form (8).
Statistical criteria are easily computable, but they are restricted to (algebraic) equations with exact numerical values
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models in the case of measurement selection [20]. But they do not provide generic procedures to calculate J from
the information contained in semi-quantitative differential equation models, a problem that is far from straightforward
in general.
In Section 3.2, we derive an expression for the expected information increment applying to the discrimination of
competing semi-quantitative models of dynamical systems. This expression involves probability distributions that can
be estimated from semi-quantitative simulations of the experimental system. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we propose a
procedure for the actual computation of these probability distributions.
3.2. Expected information increment of experiment
Recall that the information increment H of an experiment e is defined by (5), while the expected information
increment is given by (8). For clarity of presentation, we assume for the moment that only a single landmark l of
observed variable y is measured in experiment e. The measured value is denoted by le. Obviously, the landmark value
is included in the domain of y, i.e., le ∈ Dy (or le ∈ D for short).
The expected value of the information increment of an experiment e, J(e), can then be computed in two stages:
first, by averaging over the predicted qualitative behaviors, and second, by taking for each behavior the average of the
model predictions for the landmark value. That is,







where Be is the set of possible qualitative behaviors b of the system in e, as predicted by the competing models, and
pe(b) the probability that the system exhibits behavior b in e. E[H(le, b)] is the expected value of H relative to








where f e(l|b) is the conditional probability density function (pdf) of the landmark value, given that b is the behav-
ior of the system in experiment e. Substituting the expression for E[H(le, b)] in (9), we obtain for the expected






H(l, b)f e(l|b)pe(b)dl. (10)






where pe(b|m) is the probability that the system behavior observed in e is b, provided m is the correct model of the





where f e(l|b,m) is the model-specific pdf of the landmark value given b is the system behavior in e, and m the correct
model of the system. pe(b,m) is the probability that model m is correct, and b is the system behavior in e. According
to Bayes’ rule
pe(b,m) = pe(b|m)p(m).
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malization conditions:∫
l∈D
f e(l|b,m)dl = 1, (13)
∑
b∈Bem
pe(b|m) = 1, (14)
where Bem is the set of qualitative behaviors of the system in e, as predicted by m. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 consider the
determination of the model-specific pdfs and behavior probabilities in detail.
In the following proposition, the probability density function f e(l|b), the probability pe(b), and the normalization
conditions (3), (13), and (14) are used to derive an expression for the expected information increment J .










f e(l|b,m) ln f
e(l|b,m)pe(b|m)
f e(l|b)pe(b) dl. (15)




















f e(l|b)pe(b) , (17)






































































With these equalities, the second part of the expression for J becomes 0, and (15) is obtained. 
The criterion J ranks the experiments in E according to their expected information increment. The optimal
discriminatory experiment is the experiment expected to be most informative, or the most informative experiment for
short. That is, the experiment for which J(e) is maximal.
Occasionally, the model predictions can lead to a simplified expression for J . The following corollary of Propo-
sition 1 provides an expression for J when all models predict the same qualitative behavior [61].
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f e(l|b,m) ln f
e(l|b,m)
f e(l|b) dl. (18)







f e(l|b,m) ln f
e(l|b,m)pe(b|m)
f e(l|b)pe(b) dl.
Moreover, since each model predicts a single qualitative behavior b, the conditional probability of this behavior equals








After replacing this value in the above expression for J(e), the result (18) is obtained. 
The following corollary derives an expression for J for the reverse situation in which each model predicts a
different set of qualitative behaviors.






Proof. Let m′ ∈ M and m 	= m′. From the given assumptions we have pe(b|m′) = 0, if b ∈ Bem. This fact, together




f e(l|b,m′)pe(b|m′)p(m′) = f e(l|b,m)pe(b|m)p(m),
























By applying the normalization conditions (13) and (14), expression (19) is obtained. 
Note that (19) indicates the maximum value that J(e) can take. This conforms to the intuition that e will be the
optimal discriminatory experiment, since its outcome is guaranteed to be consistent with the predictions of at most
one model.
The criterion (15) also applies when the landmark to be measured is a function of the landmarks of the observed
variables (Section 2.2). In addition, it is easily generalizable to the case that multiple landmarks are measured. In that
case we have to substitute the probability distributions by joint probability distributions, and the integral by a multiple
integral for all landmarks. In [21] it is described how the entropy criterion can be generalized so as to take into account
the varying costs of experiments.
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The computation of J(e) requires the model-specific probability density functions f e(l|b,m) of the landmark
values. The determination of f e(l|b,m) must be based on the predictions of m. Moreover, it is important that the
definition f e(l|b,m) also incorporates the measurement uncertainty of the landmark.
Let l be a landmark of an observed variable y measured in experiment e, typically a maximum, minimum, or
equilibrium value of the variable. To account for experimental noise, the measurement of l is assumed to be a random
variable with mean le and a probability density function he(l|le, be) of known analytic form (uniform, normal, . . .)
over the interval D ⊆R [28].
The functions f e(l|b,m) required for the computation of J(e) are the model-specific estimations of the pdf
he(l|le, be). In the case of quantitative models, the single point-value prediction lem of the landmark value provided
by m is usually interpreted as the mean of the measurement [28]. Hence, f e(l|b,m) can be defined as equal to
he(l|lem, bem). In the case of semi-quantitative differential equations, however, the predictions of landmark values are
intervals. Consequently, a different approach for estimating the functions f e(l|b,m) is needed.
We assume that the predicted interval refers to the mean of the landmark value and that the probability density
function ge(x|b,m) of the mean within the predicted interval is known. ge(x|b,m) specifies how the mean of the
landmark measurement is distributed, given that b is the system behavior in e and m the correct model of the system.




he(l|x, b), ge(x|b,m)dx. (20)
In other words, we define f e(l|b,m) to be the average of the possible values he(l|x, b) weighted by their correspond-
ing probabilities ge(x|b,m).
The model-specific pdfs of the mean of the landmark ge(x|b,m) can be obtained directly from the model predic-
tions. Recall that the predictions of the competing models for the landmark values, obtained by QSIM, Q2, and Q3,
have the form of intervals (Section 2.3). Since nothing is known about the distribution within a predicted interval,
we assume a uniform distribution. More specifically, if Lem ⊆ D is the interval predicted by m for landmark l, then
ge(x|b,m) = 1/|Lem| for x ∈ Lem, and 0 otherwise, where | · | denotes interval length.
Assume for the moment that the measured value of the landmark is uniformly distributed on the confidence interval
of the measurement. That is, he(l|x, b) = 1/ε, for l ∈ [x − ε/2, x + ε/2], with ε the size of the confidence interval.





ε|Lem| , l ∈ [Lem − ε/2,Lem + ε/2],
1
|Lem| , l ∈ [Lem + ε/2,Lem − ε/2],
−l+Lem+ε/2
ε|Lem| , l ∈ [Lem − ε/2,Lem + ε/2],
0, l /∈ [Lem − ε/2,Lem + ε/2],
(21)
where Lem and Lem are the lower and the upper bound of the interval prediction Lem, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the
estimate of the model-specific pdf of x∗, the equilibrium value of the amount of biomass in behavior b1 as predicted
by the Monod model (Fig. 3).
The expression for f e(l|b,m) defined above assumes that the mean of the landmark value is uniformly distributed
in the predicted interval. Better estimations of the probability density functions ge(l|b,m), and hence of f e(l|b,m),
can be obtained in the following way. Let θ be the vector of landmarks corresponding to the parameters and initial
conditions of m, given at the beginning of the experiment. Because of imprecise and incomplete knowledge about
the system, the landmark values θ in e are approximated by a corresponding interval vector Θe. We partition Θe
into vectors of intervals Θej ⊆ Θe, for each of which we specify the joint probability p(θ ∈ Θej ). This results in an
approximation of the probability distribution of θ in Θe. Obviously, if we do not know anything about the probability
486 I. Vatcheva et al. / Artificial Intelligence 170 (2006) 472–506Fig. 6. Plot of the function f e(l|b,m) for the equilibrium amount of biomass (labeled x∗) of the behavior b1 predicted by the Monod model
(Fig. 3). The predicted interval for the equilibrium x∗ is [11.98,71.99]. (The size of the confidence interval ε has been set equal to 3.)
distributions of the parameters and initial conditions, then we assume that they are independent and uniform on the
















with Θei denoting the interval bounds on θi in e.
We now simulate m for each of the vectors Θej . As a result, we obtain a set of (usually overlapping) intervals Lemj ⊆
Lem bounding the landmark values. For each of the predicted intervals Lemj we again assume uniform distribution of










where J is the set of indices of the subintervals of Θe. By subdividing Θe into ever finer subintervals Θej , we obtain
progressively better estimates of ge(x|b,m), and hence of f e(l|b,m).
Consider, for instance, the Monod model given in Fig. 2. Assume the landmarks corresponding to the parameters
Y , sin, m, and ks are distributed in the corresponding intervals (3) as shown in Fig. 7(a). Every interval has been
subdivided into a number of subintervals and the Monod model has been simulated for each combination of the
subintervals. The resulting predictions have been used to estimate the model-specific pdf ge(x|b,m) of the equilibrium
value x∗ of the biomass. In comparison with Fig. 6, where a uniform distribution of the mean in the predicted interval
for x∗ was assumed, a refined estimate of f e(l|b,m) is obtained (Fig. 7(b)).
Because the above approach arrives at more precise estimates of the model-specific pdfs, the prediction of optimal
discriminatory experiments may be improved as well. But the improved predictions come at higher computational
costs. In the example above, for instance, 1440 simulation runs were necessary to obtain the more precise estimate
of (20). For more complex models involving many parameters, the benefit of the increased precision may not outweigh
the computational costs (Section 6.3).
The above approach can be straightforwardly generalized to the case that multiple landmarks are taken into account.
For computational simplicity, we assume that they are independent. Hence, the corresponding joint pdf is obtained by
the product of the pdfs of the individual measured landmarks.
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the form of histograms. (b) Estimation of the probability density of x∗ (behavior b1 of the Monod model in Fig. 3) obtained by taking into account
the distributions in (a).
3.4. Estimation of behavior probabilities
To compute J(e), the model-specific behavior probabilities pe(b|m) must also be known. Obviously, if b is not
predicted by m for experiment e, that is, b /∈ Bem, then pe(b|m) = 0. If b is one of the behaviors predicted by m, that
is, b ∈ Bem, an estimate of pe(b|m) can be obtained by means of the following approach.
As before, let θ be the vector of landmarks corresponding to the parameters and initial conditions of model m, given
at the beginning of the experiment, and let Θe be the vector of interval bounds on θ in e. Furthermore, let Θeb ⊆ Θe be
the vector of interval bounds on θ giving rise to behavior b ∈ Bem, as obtained from the interval constraint propagation
algorithms of Q2 and Q3. The latter programs are launched during simulation to refine, for each of the behaviors, the
intervals Θe specified in the model.
Assume the probability distributions of the parameters and initial conditions are given. Having determined the
interval vector Θeb, for each b ∈ Bem, we define:
re(b|m) = p(θ ∈ Θeb),










where I is the set of indices of the landmarks corresponding to parameters and initial conditions, and p(θi ∈ Θebi) the
probability that the value of θi lies in the interval Θebi . The model-specific probability of behavior b is now estimated









)= |Θebi ||Θei | .
Intuitively, pe(b|m) is thus given by the fraction of the parameter volume giving rise to b. Notice that refined estimates
for the behavior probabilities can be developed in a similar way as in Section 3.3. But this will be omitted here.
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initial cellular quota q0 ∈ [1.92,7.62], while b2 is obtained for q0 ∈ [1.6,2.66]. If we assume that q0 is uniformly dis-
tributed in the interval [1.6,7.62], then the procedure outlined above gives r(b1|D) = 0.9468 and r(b2|D) = 0.1761,
where D stands for the Droop model. After normalization, we obtain the probability estimates p(b1|D) = 0.8432 and
p(b2|D) = 0.1568.
Alternative approaches for estimating the probabilities of qualitative behaviors have been proposed by Berleant et
al. [3] and Leitch and Shen [44]. In [3] the interval bounds on the parameters and the initial conditions are used to
derive a lower and an upper bound on the probability of a qualitative behavior. We have not adopted this approach here,
because the computation of the expected information increment requires that the model-specific behavior probabilities
are real values. Leitch and Shen [44] have proposed an algorithm to prioritize the qualitative behaviors of a model. The
method uses imprecise numerical information in the form of fuzzy numbers to define the distance between successor
states in the qualitative behavior tree. Each state is given a priority label according to the value of this distance. The
priority of a behavior is estimated on the basis of the priorities of its states. For our purposes, a disadvantage of this
algorithm is that it only orders the behaviors (i.e., b is more likely to occur than b′), but does not derive a quantitative
estimate of their relative priorities (i.e., by how much b is more likely to occur than b′).
3.5. Properties of the expected information increment
The criterion J has some important properties which are summarized in the theorems below.3
The first theorem asserts that the expected information increment of any experiment is nonnegative. That is, every
experiment is expected to be informative on the average. This property conforms to the intuition that the measurements
made in an experiment will help us decide between the models.
Theorem 1. The expected information increment of any experiment e ∈ E is nonnegative:
J(e) 0. (23)
Equality holds if all models have the same predictions.
Assume that in an experiment e the landmark values l1 and l2 are determined. Theorem 2 below shows that J
has another desirable property: measuring both l1 and l2 while performing e is expected to be more informative than
measuring only one of the landmarks.
Theorem 2. Let J(e)1 = E[H(le1, be)] be the expected information increment of e ∈ E when landmark l1 is
measured, and J(e)1+2 = E[H(le1, le2, be)] the expected information increment of e when both landmarks l1 and
l2 are taken into account. Then,
J(e)1+2 J(e)1.
In summary, Theorem 2 says that if we measure two landmarks in an experiment, the expected information incre-
ment of the experiment will be higher than if we measure only one. Or equivalently, we expect to better discriminate
between the models when we observe more.
The expected information increment J , as defined here, measures the discriminatory potential of a single experi-
ment. In the next section, we formulate the method for model discrimination as a sequential approach. That is, at every
step the optimal discriminatory experiment is determined, this experiment is executed, and the model probabilities are
updated in the light of the experimental outcome.
3 The proofs of the theorems are included in Appendix A.
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4.1. Description of the algorithm
On the basis of the J -criterion, a simple algorithm for the discrimination of competing models can be formulated.
We assume that a model m ∈ M is correct, if its probability estimate is above a predefined threshold value α, 0 <
α  1.
Algorithm 1 (Model discrimination). Let p(m) be the a priori probabilities of the models m ∈ M and E a set of
possible experiments to perform.
While ∃m ∈ M: p(m) 	= 0 and ∀m ∈ M: p(m) < α and E 	= ∅ do
Step 1 Determine the predicted behaviors of the system for every m ∈ M in the experiments e ∈ E.
Step 2 Use the model predictions to compute J(e), e ∈ E. Select e ∈ E for which J(e) is maximal.
Step 3 Perform experiment e, and determine be, le .
Step 4 Compute the a posteriori probabilities pe(m|le, be) of the models. Set p(m) to pe(m|le, be).
Step 5 Refine the interval bounds on the parameters of the models in M .
Step 6 Remove e from E.
The algorithm iterates until a model has a sufficiently high probability (p(m)  α), all models have zero proba-
bilities, or all possible experiments have been executed. Obviously, if the algorithm terminates with p(m) = 0 for all
m ∈ M , the assumption that M contains a correct model is violated.
In the first step of the algorithm, the competing models m ∈ M are simulated by QSIM, Q2, and Q3 (Section 2.3) in
order to derive the semi-quantitative behaviors of the system for every possible experiment e ∈ E. In step 2, the value
of the expected information increment J(e) is computed for every experiment e ∈ E. The computation of J(e)
exploits the predictions of the system behavior in e obtained from the models in M . More specifically, the predictions
are used to determine estimations of the model-specific probability densities and behavior probabilities (Sections 3.3
and 3.4). The experiment yielding the highest value of the expected information increment is performed in step 3. The
results of the experiment, namely the qualitative behavior be of the observed variables and the measurements of the
landmarks le , are used in step 4 to compute the posterior model probabilities via Bayes’ rule:
pe(m|le, be) = f
e(le|be,m)pe(be|m)p(m)
f e(le|be)pe(be) .
f e(le|be,m) is the model-specific pdf (Section 3.3) evaluated at the measurements of the landmarks le, and pe(be|m)
is the probability of behavior be conditional to model m (Section 3.4). The total behavior probability pe(be) and the
value of the conditional pdf f e(le|be) are computed as in (11) and (12), respectively.
The measurements of the landmarks le are also used, in step 5, to refine the interval bounds on the parameters of the
models in M , using the interval constraint propagation algorithms of Q2 and SQCA. In the last step of the algorithm,
the performed experiment is removed from the set of possible experiments E.
4.2. Implementation and performance
The algorithm for model discrimination has been implemented on a Sun Sparc-Station5 running SunOS 5.5.1.
The program has been written in Common Lisp, on top of existing implementations of QSIM, Q2, and Q3 [27,
58], and contains approximately 1200 lines of code.4 The core of the implementation is the module for computing
the expected information increment of an experiment. It also includes modules for determining the model-specific
probability density functions from the model predictions, and for computing the a posteriori model probabilities via
Bayes’ rule. The program takes as input the behavior predictions of the competing models in the possible experiments,
as generated by QSIM, Q2, and Q3, as well as a list of initial model probabilities. A teletype interface allows the user to
4 Another, platform-independent implementation has been developed in Java.
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has been used in the application described in Section 5.
To evaluate the performance of the method for model discrimination, we have investigated whether the selection
of experiments according to the expected information increment criterion leads to efficient model discrimination.
More specifically, we have studied the efficiency of the method by comparing the number of steps performed by the
algorithm when experiments are selected according to their expected information increment versus when experiments
are selected at random. For this purpose, the following strategy has been adopted [58,61]. First, one of the competing
models has been arbitrarily selected. Exact parameter values have been randomly chosen from the corresponding
interval ranges. The resulting quantitative model has been used to make exact predictions of the system behavior by
numerical simulation.5 The predicted landmark values have been treated as the mean of the measurements. Finally,
using the above ‘measurements’, the algorithm for model discrimination has been applied a number of times for
different values of ε and α.
For this performance study, we have used six competing SQDE models of a mass-spring system, making differ-
ent assumptions on the spring and friction forces. The results, reported in [58,61], have shown that, as expected,
the average number of experiments performed is higher in the case of random experiment selection. These results
demonstrate the ability of the method to discriminate more efficiently between semi-quantitative models than through
the random choice of experiments. The simulation study has also shown that the average number of performed ex-
periments decreases considerably when more landmarks are taken into account. This confirms the intuition that when
more measurements are made in an experiment, that is, when more information about the system behavior becomes
available, better discrimination is achieved (Theorem 2). Interestingly, we also found, at least for the mass-spring ex-
ample, that the use of the refined estimates of the pdfs described in Section 3.3 did not lead to a significant reduction
of the number of experiments needed for model discrimination.
5. Application: discrimination of models of phytoplankton growth
The method for model discrimination presented in the previous section has been applied to the selection of ex-
periments for discriminating between competing models of phytoplankton growth in a chemostat. In this section we
discuss the results of the application.
5.1. Biological background
Phytoplankton are microscopic plants playing a key role in marine ecosystems. Many phytoplankton species ex-
ist, each with a characteristic size, shape, and growth properties [33]. Like terrestrial plants, phytoplankton contain
chlorophyll which is necessary for photosynthesis. In photosynthesis sunlight is used as an energy source to fuse wa-
ter molecules and carbon dioxide into carbohydrates (plant food). In addition to light, phytoplankton require nutrients
for their growth. A nutrient compound, if not present in sufficient concentrations, can become limiting to the growth
of phytoplankton. Nutrient limitation is often the primary factor determining the abundance of phytoplankton in any
region of the world ocean.
As the processes regulating phytoplankton growth are difficult to study in the open sea, the growth conditions are
recreated in the laboratory by means of a type of bioreactor known as the chemostat (Fig. 1). It has the advantage
that certain of the biological parameters presumably influencing growth can be controlled by the experimenter. The
chemostat is mainly used to study the growth of populations under nutrient limitation.
Chemostat experiments have been used to investigate the growth properties of the unicellular marine alga
Dunaliella tertiolecta under nitrate limitation. The population growth has been studied for different values of the
dilution rate D = F/V , where F is the inflow rate and V denotes the volume of the culture vessel. After inoculation
of the chemostat, the organisms undergo a stress phase in which adaptation to the new environmental conditions takes
place. After this initial adaptation phase, in which D = 0, the value of the dilution rate is modified, and the transient
behavior of the system towards a new equilibrium is observed. Once the system has reached this equilibrium, a further
dilution rate experiment can be performed by changing the value of D again and observing the system evolve towards
5 For the numerical simulations, the fourth-fifth order Runge–Kutta method implemented in Maple has been used.
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a couple of weeks.
The continuous supply of medium allows one to take frequent measurements of the biomass and the concentration
of the remaining nitrate in a computer-monitored environment without disturbing the behavior of the system. However,
the data thus obtained are noisy, as in the case of most biological systems [7]. For instance, phytoplankton biomass
is often estimated by phytoplankton biovolume, which is difficult to measure at high precision. Furthermore, the
measurements of the remaining substrate concentration become unreliable for small concentration values, which are
under the detection limit of the apparatus.
5.2. Modeling phytoplankton growth
A variety of models have been proposed for describing the growth of phytoplankton under nutrient limitation in a
chemostat. All available models share the same basic idea: (a) at low (intra or extracellular) nutrient concentrations
the uptake rate ρ (the rate of the nutrient consumption) and the growth rate µ are limited by, and proportional to, the
nutrient concentration, whereas (b) at high nutrient concentrations the uptake and growth rates saturate and become
constant [36]. In this study, four models for the growth of phytoplankton are considered. The models make different
assumptions about the consumption of nutrients, the influence of the biomass on the growth rate of the population,
and the relation between growth and uptake rates.
In addition to the Monod and Droop models [11,23,48] presented in Section 2, we consider two other models
proposed by Contois [14] and Caperon and Meyer [12] (Fig. 8). The Contois model is a variant of the Monod model
in which the growth rate of the population (µ) is assumed to be inhibited by the amount of biomass x. Similarly to the
Droop model, the Caperon–Meyer model assumes intracellular storage of nutrients. However, the model differs from
the Droop model by assuming a different expression for the growth rate of the population.
Because of coarse-grained and noisy data, precise numerical estimations of the values of the parameters cannot be
obtained. This motivates the use of semi-quantitative models. The interval bounds on the parameter values have been
x˙ = µ(s)x − Dx x˙ = µ(s)x − Dx
s˙ = D(sin − s) − ρ(s)x s˙ = D(sin − s) − ρ(s)x
µ(s) = µmax ss+ks µ(s, x) = µmax ss+kxx
ρ(s) = 1
Y




x˙ = µ(q)x − Dx x˙ = µ(q)x − Dx
q˙ = ρ(s) − µ(q)q q˙ = ρ(s) − µ(q)q
s˙ = D(sin − s) − ρ(s)x s˙ = D(sin − s) − ρ(s)x
µ(q) = µ¯(1 − kqq ) µ(q) = µmax
q−kq
q−kq+k0
ρ(s) = ρmax ss+ks ρ(s) = ρmax ss+ks
(Droop) (Caperon–Meyer)
Parameter Unit Meaning Interval value
D 1/day dilution rate –
sin µmol/l input nutrient concentration [80, 120]
µmax 1/day maximum growth rate [1.20,1.60]
ks µmol/l half-saturation constant [0.01,0.20]
Y µm3/µmol growth yield [0.15,0.60]
kx µmol/µm3 half-saturation constant [0.00,0.02]
µ¯ 1/day maximum growth rate [1.70,2.30]
kq µmol/µm3 minimum cell quota [1.60,2.00]
ρmax µmol/(µm3 day) maximum uptake rate of nutrients [9.25,9.55]
k0 µmol/µm3 half-saturation constant [2.00,2.40]
Fig. 8. The Monod, Contois, Droop, and Caperon–Meyer models of nutrient-limited phytoplankton growth in the chemostat. The models contain
the variables x, s, and q , where x [µm3/l] denotes the total amount of biomass per unit volume, s [µmol/l] the concentration of remaining nutrient,
q [µmol/µm3] the internal cell quota. The parameters and their interval bounds are given in the accompanying table. The value of D depends on
the experiment under consideration.
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5.3. Experiment selection approach
In order to discriminate between the four competing models discussed in the previous section, we have considered
chemostat experiments consisting of changes in the value of the dilution rate D. In response to these changes, the
population attains a new equilibrium value (Section 5.1). We have considered 21 possible experiments, corresponding
to equispaced values of D in the range [0,1]: D = 0,D = 0.05, . . . ,D = 1. Taking into account 5% measurement
uncertainty, the values of D are bounded by intervals. During the experiments, the biomass x and the concentration
of the remaining nutrient s can be measured. We consider the following landmarks of the observed variables, if they
are above the detection limit of the apparatus: minima, maxima, and equilibria of x (xmin, xmax, and x∗), as well as
minima, maxima, and equilibria of s (smin, smax, and s∗).
To obtain the predictions required for computing the expected information increment of the experiments, the models
have been simulated using the qualitative simulator QSIM and its semi-quantitative extensions Q2 and Q3. In general,
semi-quantitative simulation leads to the prediction of multiple qualitative behaviors for each of the models. This is a
consequence of the complexity of the models and the large intervals for the parameters and the initial conditions. We
have verified that none of the qualitative behavior predictions is spurious, by comparing the output of QSIM, Q2, and
Q3 with the analysis of the models in [6].
In the next sections, the simulation results are used to order the experiments according to their expected information
increment. The criterion is computed as described in Section 3. In particular, we have used the standard instead of
the refined estimates for the probability distributions, in order to reduce simulation costs. The predicted optimal
discriminatory experiment is compared with the experiment that has actually been carried out. Next, data from the
latter experiment is taken into account to update the model probabilities and to refine the interval bounds on the
parameters. The equilibrium data are also used as initial conditions to simulate the models again and predict the next
optimal dilution rate experiment.
5.4. Selection of initial experiment
The first experiment, performed by default, consists of an initial phase in which the cells adapt to the new exper-
imental conditions at D = 0. In this section we investigate whether more discriminating experimental results would
be obtained by setting D to another value. For this purpose, we have simulated the four models with QSIM, Q2, and
Q3 for each of the dilution rate experiments. The initial conditions being used (Table 1) have been determined from
measurements of the biomass, the substrate concentration, and the internal quota at the beginning of the experiment.
For D = 0, the models predict a single qualitative behavior in which x asymptotically increases towards its equilib-
rium x∗, and s asymptotically decreases towards s∗ (behavior b1 in Fig. 9). For all other values of D, the four models
Table 1
Initial conditions and applied dilution rate for the three experiments considered in the text. The refined intervals for the parameters after applying
the constraint propagation algorithms in Q2 and SQCA are presented as well
Experiment Initial conditions Applied D New parameter intervals
1 x0 ∈ [0.088,0.165] D = 0 M&C: Y ∈ [0.55,0.6]
D&CM: kq ∈ [1.6,1.96]
s0 ∈ [50,55] q0 ∈ [5.4,7.6]
2 x0 ∈ [30.7,36.2] D = 0.95 D: kq ∈ [1.65,1.9]
s0 ∈ [0,0.01]a CM: kq ∈ [1.6,1.74]
q0 ∈ [1.39,1.83]b
3 x0 ∈ [25.3,28.3] D = 0.45 –
s0 ∈ [0,0.01]a
q0 ∈ [2.82,4.74]b
a Under the detection limit.
b Computed from an auxiliary model based on mass conservation [8].
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Droop (D), and Caperon–Meyer (CM) models for all dilution rate experiments, for the considered initial conditions. b1 is predicted by the four
models for the experiment D = 0, while b2 is predicted for the other dilution rate experiments (D > 0).
Fig. 10. Selection of initial experiment. Expected information increment J for each of the dilution rate experiments. D = 1 is the predicted
optimal discriminatory experiment. Experiment D = 0 has been performed.
predict a qualitative behavior in which the equilibrium of the biomass x is reached asymptotically, while the remaining
substrate concentration s first reaches a maximum before decreasing towards its equilibrium (behavior b2 in Fig. 9).
Because the models predict a single behavior, either b1 or b2, depending on the value of D, we have p(b1) = 1 and
p(b2) = 1.
The four models have been assumed equiprobable a priori, that is, p(M) = p(C) = p(D) = p(CM) = 0.25. Using
these initial probability estimates, together with the interval predictions for x∗, s∗ and smax, as well as the behavior
probabilities, the value of the expected information increment J has been computed for each of the dilution rate
experiments (Fig. 10).
The figure shows that the optimal discriminatory experiment is D = 1, with expected information increment J =
0.84. As explained above, a single qualitative behavior b2 is predicted. The interval predictions of the four models in
this experiment are shown in Fig. 11(a). The figure shows only the predictions for x∗ and s∗, because the predictions
for smax are broad and largely overlapping for the four models. As can be seen, the predictions of the Droop and
Caperon–Meyer models, although included in those of the Monod and Contois models, are much more precise. The
experiment actually performed, D = 0, turns out to be the experiment with the lowest expected information increment
(J = 0.33). Fig. 11(b) displays the predictions for x∗ and s∗ when D = 0. Notice that all four models predict s∗ = 0,
which explains the low J -value of this experiment in comparison with the experiment D = 1.
We have taken into account the results of experiment D = 0 to update the probability estimates of the models. As
can be seen in Fig. 12(a), x and s asymptotically reach their equilibrium, in agreement with the predicted qualitative
behavior b1 and with the interval predictions of all models. As a result, none of the models can be ruled out. Using
Bayes’ rule, the a posteriori model probabilities can be computed:
p(M) = 0.08, p(C) = 0.08, p(D) = 0.41, p(CM) = 0.41. (24)
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Fig. 11. Selection of initial experiment. Interval predictions of the four competing models for s∗ and x∗. In (a), the predictions for the optimal
discriminatory experiment D = 1 are given, while (b) shows the predictions for the experiment that has been actually carried out, D = 0. In the
figures stronger shading designates more overlap between the predictions.
The a posteriori model probabilities give an estimation of both the quality of the fit between the model predictions
and the observation, and the precision of these predictions. The predictions of the Droop and Caperon–Meyer models
include the measurements for x∗. This is not the case for the predictions of the Monod and Contois models, which
explains the lower probability of the latter.
The measurements allow the numerical bounds on the parameters in the competing models to be refined by the
interval constraint propagation algorithms in Q2 and SQCA (Section 2.3), giving rise to the intervals in Table 1. These
refined parameter intervals are used in the determination of the next optimal discriminatory experiment.
5.5. Selection of second experiment
After the system has reached equilibrium, the value of D can be changed, and the behavior of the system towards
its new equilibrium observed. In order to determine which dilution rate experiment would be optimal, we have again
applied QSIM, Q2, and Q3 to simulate the four competing models for each possible experiment. The new initial
conditions have been determined from the equilibrium values of x, s, and q in the experiment D = 0 (Table 1).
Obviously, for D = 0 the state of the system does not change, because we start from the equilibrium reached in
the previous step. For every other experiment, semi-quantitative simulation results in a single qualitative behavior for
all four models (Fig. 13). The behavior consists of a minimum of x, followed by a maximum of s. Of course, the
probability of this behavior, p(b1), equals 1.
Using the model probabilities (24) and the simulation results, the expected information increment of each of the
dilution rate experiments has been computed (Fig. 14). The results show that the experiment D = 1 is optimal with
J = 0.69. Fig. 15 summarizes the model predictions for x∗ and s∗ (xmin and smax have been omitted, because they
are not much discriminatory). As can be seen, the predictions of the Monod and Contois models on one hand, and
the Droop and Caperon–Meyer models on the other, do not overlap. Even when taking into account uncertainty in
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(NO3) in (a) the initial experiment (D = 0), (b) the second experiment (D = 0.95), and (c) the third experiment (D = 0.45) (Bernard and Sciandra,
unpublished data).
Fig. 13. Selection of second experiment. Qualitative behavior for the growth of D. tertiolecta predicted by the four competing models for every
dilution rate experiment. For all D, 0 < D  1, a single qualitative behavior b1 is predicted.
the measurement of x∗, the performance of the experiment D = 1 is very likely to eliminate at least two of the four
models. This is not guaranteed to be the case for the other experiments!
The experiment D = 1 has not been performed, but data from the experiment D = 0.95, with almost the same
J -value, was available (Fig. 12(b)). The curve agrees with the predicted qualitative behavior, while the equilibrium
values (Table 1) provide the following a posteriori model probabilities:
p(M) = 0, p(C) = 0, p(D) = 0.56, p(CM) = 0.43. (25)
Notice that the Monod and Contois model have been eliminated by the measurements, because their predictions lie
outside the measured interval for x∗. The Droop and Caperon–Meyer models are approximately equally probable,
which is not surprising given that their predictions are overlapping to a large extent. As shown in Table 1, the experi-
mental data refine the interval bounds for the parameter kq .
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optimal discriminatory experiment, whereas experiment D = 0.95 has been performed.
Fig. 15. Selection of second experiment. Interval predictions of the four competing models for the experiments for D = 1 (optimal discriminatory
experiment). The predictions concern the landmarks x∗ and s∗.
5.6. Selection of third experiment
After the first two steps, we are left with only two models. Which experiment would be able to discriminate between
the Droop and the Caperon–Meyer models? As before, we simulate the models from the equilibrium attained in the
previous step. For every experiment, each of the models predicts two possible qualitative behaviors for the biomass x
(Fig. 16). For D < 0.95, the biomass is expected to increase asymptotically towards its equilibrium (behavior b1), or to
first pass through a maximum (behavior b2). For D > 0.95, the models predict that x either decreases asymptotically
to its new equilibrium (behavior b3), or first passes through a minimum (behavior b4). Estimation of the model-specific
behavior probabilities, as explained in Section 3.3, shows that p(b1) = p(b2) = 0.5, and p(b3) = p(b4) = 0.5 for all
models and experiments.
Computation of the expected information increment (not shown) indicates that D = 0.9 is the optimal discrimina-
tory experiment. In reality, D = 0.45 was performed. In that experiment x was found to reach its equilibrium after
passing through a maximum (Fig. 12(c)). As a consequence, behavior b1 is ruled out. The landmark values xmax and
x∗ were measured to lie within [41.3,43.7] and [34.8,38.3], respectively. These results are in agreement with the
predictions of the two models, and yield the following a posteriori probabilities:
p(D) = 0.41, p(CM) = 0.59.
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every dilution rate experiment. Behaviors b1 and b2 are predicted for the experiments D < 0.95, while behaviors b3 and b4 are predicted for the
experiment D > 0.95.
That is, the experiment has not succeeded in discriminating between the models. The predictions of the Caperon–
Meyer model are more precise than those of the Droop model (not shown), which explains the slightly higher
probability of the former. We will break off the model discrimination process at this point, since no further data
are available for this run of experiments. We remark just in passing that the theory would predict D = 0.05 as the next
optimal discriminatory experiment.
In summary, the application illustrates that the choice of experiments plays a crucial role in model discrimination.
If we had chosen the experiment D = 1 instead of D = 0 in the initial experiment, we might have obtained negligible
a posteriori probabilities for the Monod and Contois model in the first step. This would have made the subsequent
steps unnecessary. Also, if we had chosen an experiment with a low D value in the second experiment, the Monod
and Contois models would probably not have been ruled out. This complements the results obtained in Section 4.2,
where we showed by a simulation study that selecting experiments according to their expected information increment
leads to more efficient discrimination than random selection of experiments.
Two of the four models were ruled out in the model discrimination process, using data from experiments actually
performed instead of predicted to be optimally discriminatory. In the process, the interval bounds on one of the
parameters in the remaining two models were considerably refined. Although the Monod model, and its variants
like the Contois model, are widely used in practice, the results of our study demonstrate that they are not suitable to
represent a broad range of phytoplankton growth conditions. Instead, the Droop model or the closely-related Caperon–
Meyer model should be preferred. The difficulty to discriminate between the latter two models reflects their similarity.
Further experiments, performed under conditions for which the predictions of the two models diverge, are needed to
discriminate between the models.
6. Discussion and related work
The method described in this paper does not make any domain-specific assumptions, which guarantees that it can
be used for the discrimination of competing models of a wide range of experimental systems in a variety of scientific
domains. However, there are some requirements for the method to be applicable, determined by the assumptions
underlying each of the key elements of Figs. 4 and 5: the models, the experiments, the simulation techniques, the
model discrimination criterion, and the model discrimination strategy. These assumptions are discussed below, in the
context of related work.
6.1. Models
Most model discrimination methods have been developed for quantitative models, in particular algebraic equation
and ordinary differential equation (ODE) models. These models allow precise numerical predictions of the system
behavior to be made, but their use requires precise numerical values of the parameters and exact functional relations
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impeding the application of quantitative models. This is especially so in domains in which mathematical modeling
has been less widespread thus far, like biology, medicine, and chemistry. The inability to quantitatively monitor the
system behavior over time, another frequently-occurring problem, may further complicate the use of ODE models.
In response to these problems, researchers in qualitative reasoning (QR) have proposed qualitative models of dy-
namical systems, typically qualitative differential equation (QDE) models [17,26,56,62]. These models have been
widely used in domains where ODE models are difficult to formulate. For model discrimination, the qualitative be-
haviors produced by QSIM and other qualitative simulators may not be sufficiently precise though. In addition, they
experience upscaling problems due to the explosion of the number of qualitative behaviors, some of which may be
spurious.
The semi-quantitative models used here strike a compromise between the precision of quantitative models and the
applicability of qualitative models, in situations where the available information is incomplete or imprecise. More
particularly, semi-quantitative differential equations (SQDEs) extend qualitative differential equations by specifying
interval bounds on parameter values and numerical envelopes for monotonic functions [4,38]. The use of this weak
numerical information also helps alleviate the upscaling problems experienced by qualitative simulation, in the sense
that the number of qualitative behaviors generated may be reduced and some of the spurious behaviors ruled out. But
upscaling problems still remain, partly due to the lack of suitable computer tools (Section 6.3).
6.2. Criteria for experiment selection
In order to discriminate among competing models of a dynamical system, we have to establish a criterion that
allows ranking of the possible experiments according to their discriminatory potential. Criteria for the determination
of optimal discriminatory experiments have been developed in statistics and in AI. They have been used for a wide
range of problems in different domains of application, such as in biology and biotechnology (e.g., [15,37,55,57]), in
physics (e.g., [16,45]), in chemical engineering (e.g., [1,25]), and in model-based diagnosis (e.g., [20,22,53]).
Most criteria for experiment selection are based on the principle of maximum divergence [2,25,28,29,35]. Intu-
itively speaking, this means that a measure for the difference in model predictions in response to different experimental
conditions is defined, followed by a search for the conditions under which this measure is maximized. Here we have
focused on one particular type of maximum divergence criterion, the maximum entropy criterion, but other examples
can be found in the references given above. The basic idea underlying the maximum entropy criterion is to find the
experiment with the highest information increment H (4), that is, the experiment for which the difference in entropy
before and after execution is maximal. The expected value J of this information increment, for each of the available
experiments, can be determined from the model predictions.
The specific form that the maximum entropy criterion (4) takes, and therefore the resulting ranking of the experi-
ments, is critically dependent on the characteristics of the behavior of the dynamical system we wish to consider. In
this article, we have proposed a criterion, given by (5), that is specifically adapted to a semi-quantitative description
of the dynamics: it takes into account the qualitative behavior of the system as well as interval bounds on the land-
mark values of the variables. This generalizes upon the maximum entropy criteria found in the statistical and MBD
literature, given by (6) and (7), respectively. While the former omits the qualitative behavior of the system, the latter
only considers qualitative states and not their temporal ordering in qualitative behaviors.
The use of the generalized maximum entropy criterion may increase the discriminatory potential of the method.
Consider the case that two competing models predict the single observed variable of a system to reach an equilibrium
value in an experiment. If the two models predict overlapping values for the equilibrium value, then the experiment will
be assigned a low expected information increment according to (6). However, this is not appropriate when the models
predict different qualitative behaviors of the system, e.g., an asymptotic increase versus decrease of the observed
variable towards its equilibrium value. The criterion we propose here, given by (5), would in this case assign a high
expected information increment for the experiment, as desired, by taking into account this predicted difference in
qualitative behavior.
It can be argued that, in order to discriminate between two models, it is not necessary to take into account quali-
tative behaviors. In fact, information on the observed qualitative states only, leaving aside their temporal ordering in
qualitative behaviors, would already suffice to refute one of the models. This idea is based on the insight that two
models predicting different qualitative behaviors of a system will also differ on the possible qualitative states they
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alizing upon earlier work by de Kleer and Williams [22] and de Kleer [20]. The criterion (7) has the advantage that
it is computationally less expensive than criterion (5), because it does not require the transitions between qualitative
states to be computed. However, it relies on the capability to observe the qualitative states predicted to be different
for the two models. This may not be possible if only some of the variables are observed, a situation not uncommon
in practice. In that case, an experiment might be assigned a low expected information increment according to (7),
whereas it should receive a high expected information increment. The additional computational costs of criterion (5)
may therefore pay off. They can increase the discriminatory potential by exploiting information on the time evolution
of the system, in particular under conditions of limited measurability.
To be practically useful, the information increment (5), or rather its expected value (8), has to be computed from the
predictions of the models. To this end, we have proposed a problem-independent computational framework appropriate
for SQDE models, more specifically a framework based on semi-quantitative simulation. Several technical difficulties
were solved to achieve this, notably the computation of the model-specific probability density functions f e(l|b,m) of
the landmark values (Section 3.3) and of the model-specific behavior probabilities pe(b|m) (Section 3.4). We are not
aware of any existing work addressing these problems. Methods in statistics deal with quantitative models only. While
MBD methods allow qualitative or semi-quantitative models, they either do not specify computational procedures or
develop procedures specific for a certain type of problem (see [20,22] for an example of the latter case).
The development of an expression for the expected information increment in Section 3.2 implicitly assumes that in
determining the optimal next experiment we only need to look one step ahead. However, one can imagine that a better
estimate of J would be obtained by evaluating the consequences of carrying out several consecutive experiments,
in the limit proceeding until only a single model remains [22]. The increase in discriminatory potential of the optimal
next experiment thus obtained, by using a multi-step lookahead instead of a one-step lookahead approach, needs to be
carefully balanced against the additional computational costs involved. de Kleer et al. [21] show that, in the context
of the diagnosis of electronic circuits, one-step lookahead leads to near-optimal results.
6.3. Simulation techniques
Simulation is a crucial step in the method for model discrimination. The expected information increment of each
experiment is evaluated on the basis of the predictions derived from the competing models. As a consequence, the
techniques should derive all possible predictions, and these predictions must be as precise as possible. Omitted pre-
dictions may cause a model to be falsely ruled out when the predictions derived from this model do not match the
observation in an experiment. Precise predictions are important to efficiently discriminate between the models, since
overestimation of the real solutions may, for instance, cause a model to be corroborated when it should be ruled out.
The techniques employed in this work satisfy the first requirement: QSIM, Q2, Q3, and SQCA have been proven
sound (Section 2.3). As a consequence, models are only ruled out when they should be. But due to the incompleteness
of the simulation techniques, spurious behaviors may be generated and the interval predictions may overestimate
the real solutions. This leads to imprecise estimates of the model-specific probability density functions and behavior
probabilities, and hence to imprecise estimates of J . Moreover, spurious predictions may lead to imprecise estimates
of the posterior model probabilities.
The simulation techniques employed in this paper aim at obtaining interval predictions of the landmarks that are as
precise as possible. Q2 adds quantitative information to the output of the qualitative simulator QSIM, by propagating
numerical bounds on parameter values and functions. Q3 may improve the results of Q2 by refining the time-step in
the simulation. Within the same computational framework, Q2 also may refine interval bounds on parameter values
by propagating the results of conducted experiments. The refinement of parameter values through the integration
of measurements can be further improved by SQCA, which infers additional constraints from the comparison with
models describing the system in previously performed experiments.
As noted previously, the increased precision of the predictions obtained by the above techniques has a cost. For
example, the algorithm underlying Q3, step-size refinement, interpolates new states in a given semi-quantitative behav-
ior, leading to an expansion of the constraint network derived from the corresponding SQDE. Consequently, constraint
propagation needs more time and may strain memory resources. These and similar problem make simulation the com-
putational bottleneck of the approach presented in this article, especially in the case of large models and refined
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The upscaling problems are partly due to the lack of high-performance computer tools for semi-quantitative sim-
ulation. But even if efficient computer tools existed, there remains a fundamental trade-off between the precision of
predictions on one hand and the computational costs on the other. In some cases the price of intensive simulation
studies aimed at high-precision predictions may be too high, whereas in others the benefits of avoiding costly and
time-consuming experiments may outweigh the computational costs.
6.4. Discriminatory experiments
The ability to discriminate between competing models of a system strongly depends upon the set of experiments
that can be carried out. This set has been assumed to consist of a restricted number of experiments selected by the
domain expert, taking into account constraints of feasibility and safety.
Sometimes it is difficult or even impossible to intervene with the system behavior. In such cases experiment se-
lection for model discrimination is restricted to measurement selection [22,46,49]. In measurement selection, one
determines the optimal measurement to perform next. Obviously, experiment selection goes beyond measurement
selection in that one can determine not only the optimal measurement to perform but also the optimal experimental
conditions to apply. In fact, measurement selection makes sense only when costs of individual measurements are taken
into account. Indeed, as shown by Theorem 2 and the computer experiments mentioned in Section 4.2, if one measures
more landmarks in an experiment, the expected information increment of the experiment increases. If measurements
are costly, one can select the most informative subset that obeys specified cost limits, using techniques that are similar
to those used for experiment selection.
Experiment selection starts with a set of available experiments. One can argue, however, that this provides no guar-
antee that the optimal experiment is included in this set. If J is known or suspected to be a non-smooth function,
then the discretization of a continuous range of experimental conditions may introduce a bias, and experiment design
may become an option. The basic idea of experiment design is to define the expected information increment J as a
function of the experimental conditions that need to be fixed in the experiment. The problem of finding the optimal
experiment is then mapped to an optimization problem: one has to find the experimental conditions for which the func-
tion reaches its maximum [1,13,25,28]. By determining optimal experimental conditions within a continuous range,
experiment design offers a greater discriminatory capability. But this further increases the computational complex-
ity of the model discrimination problem, since global optimization approaches require a large amount of simulation
runs [34]. Given that simulation is the computational bottleneck in the discrimination of semi-quantitative models
(Section 6.3), experiment design may become unfeasible in practice.
Even more ambitiously, experiment design can go beyond fixing a certain parameter value or initial condition,
and apply to broader aspects of the experimental conditions and experimental set-up. A few explorations of this form
of experiment design can be found in the AI literature, for instance in the work of Rajamoney [50] and Bradley et
al. [10]. Generally speaking, experiment design thus conceived requires an explicit representation of the elements of
the experimental set-up, as well as methods to construct a model of the experimental system from a domain theory and
a description of the experimental set-up. This introduces issues in knowledge representation and automated reasoning
that fall outside the scope of this article.
6.5. Model discrimination strategy
In order to discriminate a set of models, we have adopted a method that iterates the selection and execution of
experiments, where the selection step is based on the expected information increment criterion (5). We have carried
out an extensive simulation study to test the performance of this strategy in the case of the discrimination of semi-
quantitative models of a simple mechanical system (Section 4.2). Under a wide range of conditions, this approach
towards model discrimination turned out to be more efficient than the random choice of experiments, in the sense
that the average number of experiments required to discriminate between the models is lower when criterion (5) is
employed.
The iteration of the selection and execution of experiments amounts to a sequential strategy for model discrim-
ination [22,30]. One could imagine another strategy, consisting first of the determination a priori, not of a single
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this experimental plan has been computed, it could be executed in a second step. As Struss [53] observes, the sequen-
tial approach can save computational time, because refuted models need not be simulated when determining further
optimal experiments. In addition, it can render some experiments unnecessary when the models they are supposed to
discriminate have already been ruled out by previous experiments.
Bradley and colleagues have proposed another strategy for a problem related to model discrimination: find the
simplest model that is valid under a representative range of experimental conditions [10]. Instead of starting with an
explicitly-defined set of possible models, the approach starts with the simplest model consistent with user-specified
hypotheses and a domain theory. This model is tested against available observations using increasingly precise and
sophisticated techniques to analyze the model, ranging from qualitative simulation to numerical parameter estimation,
simulation, and bifurcation analysis. If the model fails to reproduce the data, a more detailed model is constructed. On
the other hand, if the model succeeds in reproducing the data, further experiments to corroborate or refute the model
are proposed and executed. The method terminates when a model is found that is globally valid across the range
of experimental conditions. The idea of the hierarchical testing of model validity, postponing the computationally-
intensive tests until the model has successfully passed simpler tests, might be profitably used for model discrimination
as well. However, testing one model at a time may significantly raise computational costs if the model space is large,
in particular when many simple models are inconsistent with the data. For model discrimination, the strategy adopted
in this article, which consists in finding optimal experiments that refute as many models as possible at once, will in
general be more efficient both computationally and experimentally.
7. Conclusions and further work
Different assumptions on the structure and behavior of a system may result in a number of competing models,
all justifiable by the available observations. This gives rise to the problem of model discrimination, which occurs in
many guises in practically every domain of science and engineering. To discriminate between the models new exper-
iments are needed. Most experiment selection methods developed in statistics and in artificial intelligence are based
on the information increment of an experiment, that is, the difference in entropy before and after the execution of
the experiment. Existing model discrimination methods are limited in two respects. First, the information increment
criteria being used are not well-adapted to the discrimination of models of dynamical systems under conditions of lim-
ited measurability. Second, there are no generic, domain-independent procedures for the computation of the expected
information increment when the models are qualitative or semi-quantitative. Many applications, however, concern
dynamical systems in which variables cannot be measured, unless with great difficulty. Moreover, the information
required to specify numerical models is often absent.
The above situation has motivated the development of a method for the selection of experiments to discriminate
between semi-quantitative models of dynamical systems. The method has been implemented on top of existing imple-
mentations of the qualitative and semi-quantitative simulation techniques QSIM, Q2, and Q3, which are used to derive
model predictions. The method and its implementation are independent of a particular application, as they do not em-
ploy any domain-specific knowledge about the experimental system. In fact, if numerical bounds on the parameters
and functional relations can be formulated, and a set of discriminatory experiments exists, the method described in
this paper is applicable.
The practical applicability of the method has been demonstrated on a real problem in the field of population biology.
In particular, it has been shown that the method predicts the most informative experiments to discriminate between four
competing models of the growth of phytoplankton in a chemostat. This has been achieved in the presence of several
complicating factors, in particular the complexity of the models, the crude estimations of the parameter values, and
the difficulty to observe the system behavior. Our results show that the widely-used Monod model and its variants are
not valid for a broad range of phytoplankton growth conditions and that the Droop or Caperon–Meyer model should
be preferred. In addition, the model discrimination process has led to refined interval bounds on a key parameter of
these models.
Several directions for further work can be identified. First of all, the discussion in the previous section has brought
to the fore the central role of semi-quantitative simulation in the model discrimination method. In particular, the use
of simulation involves a fundamental trade-off between experimental and computational costs. On one hand, refine-
ment of the interval bounds may lead the method to propose better discriminatory experiments, due to more precise
502 I. Vatcheva et al. / Artificial Intelligence 170 (2006) 472–506estimations of J . On the other hand, the application of more sophisticated simulation techniques may cause the time
spent on computing J to explode. More efficient implementations of current semi-quantitative simulation techniques
could relieve some of the upscalability problems. Another possible solution would be to combine semi-quantitative
and Monte Carlo simulation. Semi-quantitative simulation could be used to derive guaranteed, but probably overes-
timated intervals for the values of the model variables, while Monte Carlo simulation could be used to derive fast
approximations of the probability distributions.
More generally, the method for model discrimination described in this paper can be integrated with other tools for
computer-supported modeling, such as tools for model building, model validation, and model revision, thus giving
rise to integrated environments for computer-supported modeling [10,19]. Model building, conceived of as either the
composition of a model from a set of reusable model fragments or as the induction of a model from the observed
behavior of the experimental system [40,51,63], may lead to a large set of competing models. The selection of optimal
experiments will help in determining the correct model systematically and efficiently. The explicit representation of
the domain knowledge and knowledge on the experimental set-up would also provide the necessary prerequisites for
developing more ambitious forms of experiment design.
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Appendix A. Proofs of theorems
This appendix details the proofs of the theorems given in Section 3.5.
Theorem 5. The expected information increment of any experiment e ∈ E is nonnegative:
J(e) 0. (A.1)
Equality holds if all models have the same predictions.























where pe(b) is the probability of behavior b ∈ Bem, f e(l|b) is the conditional pdf of the landmark as given by (12),
and ξm(l, b) a bounded function. Equality holds only if ξm(l, b) is constant, that is, if it is independent of a particular
b and l. Define
ξm(l, b) = f
e(l|b,m)pe(b|m)
f e(y|b)pe(b) ,
where pe(b|m) is the model-specific probability of b ∈ Bem, and f e(l|b,m) is the model-specific pdf of the landmark.
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e(l|b)pe(b) ln ξm(l, b)dl  0.










e(l|b)pe(b) ln ξm(l, b)dl,
we finally obtain
J(e) 0.
Equality holds if ξm(l, b) is constant for all m. This happens only if the pe(b|m)s and the f e(l|b,m)s are the same for
all behaviors and models. That is, if all models give rise to identical predictions. 
Theorem 6. Let J(e)1 = E[H(le1, be)] be the expected information increment of some experiment e ∈ E when
landmark l1 is measured, and J(e)1+2 = E[H(le1, le2, be)] the expected information increment of e when both
landmarks l1 and l2 are taken into account. Then,
J(e)1+2 J(e)1.
Proof. In this theorem, we consider landmarks of a single behavior. The formula for the expected information incre-
ment therefore simplifies to the expression given in Corollary 1.







f e(l1|b,m) ln f
e(l1|b,m)
f e(l1|b) dl1. (A.4)
Using the normalization condition∫
l2∈D2
f e(l2|l1, b,m)dl2 = 1,
and the definition of the joint pdf of l1 and l2 as the product of the individual pdfs:
f e(l1, l2|b,m) = f e(l2|l1, b,m)f e(l1|b,m), (A.5)









f e(l1, l2|b,m) ln f
e(l1, l2|b,m)
f e(l2|l1, b,m)f e(l1|b) dl1 dl2. (A.6)
Given that
f e(l1, l2|b) = f e(l2|l1, b)f e(l1|b), (A.7)
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e(l1, l2|b,m)









f e(l1, l2|b,m) ln f
e(l2|l1, b,m)
f e(l2|l1, b) dl1 dl2. (A.8)
Notice that the first expression on the right-hand side of (A.8) equals J(e)1+2, by Corollary 1. The second expression







f e(l2|l1, b,m) ln f
e(l2|l1, b,m)
f e(l2|l1, b) dl2. (A.9)
This results in





In fact, ζ(l1) is an expected information increment of the form (18), so that ζ(l1) 0 by Theorem 1. As a consequence,
the integral in the second expression on the right-hand side of (A.10) is greater than or equal to zero, since it represents
the expected value of ζ . This results in
J(e)1+2 J(e)1. 
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